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PREFACE
I am happy to bring forth my book “Micro Economics Paper – I”. This book is designed to

enable the students to understand the subject. The book is mainly designed to meet the
requirements of Semester – I of F.Y.B. Com (Banking and Insurance) students of University of
Mumbai.

This book is prepared as per the new syllabus (for 75 : 25 pattern) Credit Based Semester
and Grading System which came into effect from the academic year 2014–2015.

It is also helpful for students appearing for professional and competitive examinations.
As the Member of Board of Studies in Business Economics, University of Mumbai, I have

been to various workshops as Resource Person to discuss the syllabus of “Business Economics
Paper – I”. The rich experience I gained during the deliberations with the various senior faculty
members has inspired me to write this book.

The book covers topics – Demand and Supply, Production and Cost, Revenue and
Equilibrium of a Firm, Market Structure and Pricing Practices.

Comments and suggestions of our colleagues, students and well-wishers have been taken
into consideration while preparing the final manuscript of the book.

However, I claim no originality of thoughts in presenting the various aspects covered in the
book, as I have drawn from the existing source of knowledge, with the syllabus as a base. I have
tried to make this book up-to-date and easy to follow for students.

I feel that my efforts will be amply rewarded, if the book serves the purpose for which it is
written.

I am thankful to the Principal of Nagindas Khandwala College, Dr. (Mrs) Ancy Jose, for her
kind encouragement, continuous support and best wishes.

I take this opportunity to express my deep sense of gratitude to Shri S.K. Shrivastava,
Shri Santosh Prabhu & Staff of M/s. Himalaya Publishing House Pvt. Ltd.

I also offer my sincere thanks to all the members of Board of Studies in Business Economics,
University of Mumbai and my several other friends who have encouraged and helped me either
directly or indirectly in preparing this book.

Dr. G.K. Kalkoti
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CONCEPT OF SCARCITY
Human beings have unlimited wants. That is to say that there is never such a time that a human

being is satisfied and not in need of anything. On the other hand, resources available in nature, which
should be used to meet those human wants, are limited. The available resources can never be enough
to satisfy all human needs. This phenomenon, where there are unlimited human wants which are to be
met by very limited resources, is essentially what economists call scarcity.

Scarcity is referred to as the fundamental economic problem and all economic activities revolve
around trying to solve this problem. In view of scarcity, a good which is usable but in abundant supply
may not qualify to be called an economic good. Air and water, for example, are just ‘goods’ in the
sense that they are readily available and cannot be deemed to be scarce. Economic goods are
presumed to be scarce in supply, that is to say, they cannot at one time meet the demand of humans.
The concept of scarcity is so vital in modern economics, that it informs a later-day definition of
economics, which states that economics is the study of human actions and behaviour as a relationship
between ends and scarce means which have alternative uses.

Along with scarcity, comes another equally important concept in economics is Choice. Choice
comes about as a result of scarcity and in a way, choice is informed by these circumstances. Here is
how it comes about-Since human wants are unlimited and resources limited, it emerges that one
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cannot be able to practically meet all their wants at any one time. Because of this, it becomes
inevitable for someone to choose between the many unlimited wants which one satisfy at any given
moment. This, in economics, is not just a conscious decision; it is an inevitable action that one has to
take. Whether or not you consciously decide to skip something, you should realize that somehow you
can only do one thing at a time. This is very important.

Since, you make a choice of doing something, or fulfilling a certain want, it turns out that at any one
time, there is a certain want that you have to ignore, or forego, in order to fulfill another want. When you
wake up to go to work or school in the morning, for example, you probably would have loved to sleep just
a little more, but then you have to wake up and leave for work because you must earn a living. In this
scenario, it can be rightly assumed that you have foregone sleep in order to go to work.

A famous phrase people use now a days is ‘there is no such a thing as free lunch’, and that is
perhaps the best way of saying it. Even if someone is offering to buy you lunch, you have to sacrifice
time, which you would have spent doing something else. Due to scarcity of resources, one has to make
a choice of which want to satisfy. By making a choice, it is inevitable that one will have to forego
another one. This option that has been foregone is usually called an opportunity cost.

Basic Economic Issues
The major causes of economic problems are basic economic issues:

1. Scarcity of Resources
The common meaning of scarcity refers to

unavailability in the market of a certain
commodity. A commodity is scarce, in economic
view, not due to its rarity in market but due to its
means is limited. Scarcity explains this
relationship between limited resources and
unlimited wants and the problem therein. Scarcity
raises national economic problems. There is

poverty and human misery, due to scarcity. Scarcity tells us about importance of commodity. The
resources are not only scarce but they also have alternative uses.

The resources mean all of the national resources, artificial resource and human resource itself.
However, the main economic problems are abused by scarcity of natural resource. The resources differ
from place to place in their types, quantities and the qualities. They are usable for the production of
varieties of goods and services to satisfy different human wants. But, they are very sufficient to satisfy
all of human wants. Their supply is very limited and changeable with the flight of time. Their
quantities and qualities may decrease if we don’t utilize them properly.

2. Choice of Best Alternatives
Choice is involved in economic activities at both consumption and production levels. The

problem of choice begins with an individual’s liking of how much time he would allot for work and
how much for leisure. On the income earned, the choice is between how much to consume now and
how much to save for the future. The chain of choice goes on deeper and deeper referring to the
profitable use of resources at the hand of economic actors.

Allocation of resources

Choice of best alternative

Scarcity of resources
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The choice of best alternative is the selection of best combination of goods producible with the
use of all of the resources available that gives maximum social benefits to the nation. The problem of
choice is accused by limited resources and unlimited human wants. Since, each resource can be put for
the production of varieties of goods; there is the possibility of large number of combination of goods
producible in the country. However, they give more or less social benefit or utility to the nation. As
per the requirements, importance or preference of human needs/human requirements or importance of
the goods the choice of best alternative is meet.

ProducersConsumers

Scarce
resources

Unlimited
wants Key factors

Individuals, private
sector, Government

Economic

Activities like
production, distribution,

exchange and
consumption

Production of
commodity,

income generation,
expenditure

Make choice in allocation of resource

Optimization
Satisfaction,
profit welfare

Economic system
3. Allocation of Resources

The allocation of resources means use of the resources and dividing them for the production of
the combination of goods that gives the maximum social benefit or utility to the nation. It is called
appropriation of the resources to satisfy most important wants out of their unlimited types. The
allocation of the resources is necessary because of insufficiency of limited resources for the fulfillment
of unlimited human wants. Allocation is usually made to the basis of market demand or people’s
preference on the goods. For it the concepts of demand and supply or the concepts of production
possibility curve and preference curve of people are used.

The resources have alternative uses. One use can be chosen and all other have to be satisfied.
Allocation is related to the choice of how much of resource to be allocated in what sector. The whole
body of planning, programming and even budgeting is nothing, but the statement of allocation of
resources. Resource allocation occupies central position in economics. Economics is the principle
governing the allocation of scarce means, among competing ends.
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Samuelson's Three Questions
America’s first Nobel Prize winner for economics, the late Paul Samuelson, is often credited with

providing the first clear and simple explanation of the economic problem - namely, that in order to
solve the problem of scarcity all societies, no matter how big or small, developed or not, must
endeavour to answer three basic questions:

1. What to produce?: Societies have to decide the best combination of goods and services to
meet their needs. For example, how many resources should be allocated to consumer goods,
and many resources to capital goods, or how many resources should go to schools, and how
many to defence, and so on.

2. How to produce?: Societies also have to decide the best combination of factors to create the
desired output of goods and services. For example, precisely how much land, labour, and
capital should be used produce consumer goods such as computers and motor cars.

3. For whom to produce?: Finally, all societies need to decide who will get the output from
the country’s economic activity, and how much they will get. For example, who will get the
computers and cars that have been produced? This is often called the problem of distribution.

The basic problems of an economy and the
solutions to the problems

The basic problem of all economies is whether
free enterprise or Government controlled is the
scarcity of resources like land, labour, capital and
technology. The resources have alternative uses also.
So, it is necessary to decide which commodities to
produce. It is also necessary to take decisions
regarding how much to produce, haw to produce and
how to distribute.

Thus scarcity of resources makes it necessary
for an economy to take these important decisions. Since, resources are scarce, it is important to take
decisions based on choice. It is necessary to choose the urgent wants and allocate resources. In other
words, choice has to be made in such a way that optimum resource allocation can be ensured. Every
economy has to make a choice regarding which inputs and technology to use and how much output to
produce etc. This means that the use of resources must be optimum and efficient.

The scarce resources must be used, so that maximum wants can be satisfied. In other words their
should be efficiency in resource utilisation. If the resources are not properly utilised, then the welfare
of the people will reduce and people may be worse-off than before. Hence, it is essential to ensure
efficiency in resource utilisation. Resource allocation depends on the nature of the market situation in
an economy. There are different market situation like perfect competition, monopoly, monopolistic
competition and oligopoly. Perfect competition is the ideal market situation though it is only in theory.

The pricing under perfect competition is such that price is equal to marginal cost. In this case,
there is optimum allcoation of resources and maximisation of economic welfare. The market situation
perfect competition does not exist in reality. Marginal cost pricing may not result in the optimum use
of resources, since factors like monopoly power, public goods, external diseconomies operate.

Samuelson's three questions
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Under perfect competition, in equilibrium the firms produce at the minimum cost, but efficiency
wise each firm size may be small. But, in the case of monopoly the firm will be able to enjoy
economies of scale and there will be scope to introduce innovations. As a result, allocative efficiency
will be more. Monopolistic competition has problems of excess capacity, selling costs and oligopoly
markets which are more restrictive in nature. Under oligopoly, cut throat competition and price rigitity
exists which means improper alloation of resources. But monopolistic competition and oligopoly are
the realistic market situation. In such a situation, alloation of resources will not be efficient and hence
welfare may not be maximised.

CHOICE AND EFFICIENCY (WITH REFERENCE TO PRODUCTION
POSSIBILITY FRONTIER)

A production possibilities curve is the graphical illustration of all the combinations of goods
and services that can be produced in a given economy at a given time, if all the available resources
in the economy in the economy are fully and efficiently employed. All points on PPC are points of
maximum production efficiency or minimum production inefficiency; resources are allotted in
such a way that it is impossible to increase the output of one commodity without reducing the
output of other.

The PPC has following assumptions and features:

(a) It is based upon two commodities or two goods model.

(b) There is no change in technology and production technique.

(c) All the resources are utilized.

(d) PPC is down wardly sloped concave curve.

(e) PPC shifts upward, if the new resources are explored or technology is advanced.

To explain the concept of production possibility curve, let assume the country can produce one of the
following combinations of goods utilizing all of the resources available as shown in the table below.

Table 1.1: Production possibilities

Combinations Butter Guns

A 15 0

B 14 4

C 12 7

D 9 9

E 5 11

F 0 12

In the above table there are six different possible combinations of butter and guns. If we
represent them, we obtain the PPC as shown in the graph.
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In the above figure, if production of
butter is decreased from 15 units to 14 units,
then the production of guns increase from 0
units to 4 units which signifies 1 pound of
butter production decrement causes to
increase guns production to 4. If production
of butter is decreased from 14 units to 12
units, then the production of guns increase
from 4 units to 7 units, which signifies 2
pound of butter production decrement
causes to increase guns production to 3 and
so on.

(guns)inChange
(butter)inchange

run
risecurvetheofSlope

x
y



Shifting of the Curve
The rightward shift in PPC indicates

increase in production capacity of economy,
due to improvement in technology or new
resources or both.

The difference between a move to
efficiency and shifting the PPC

A to B is becoming more efficient (move onto the
original curve. But don’t move the curve).

B to C is increasing production possibilities
(move the curve or create a new one).

New PPC
X

Original PPC

C

A

Y

B

Fig. 1.2
Limitations

1. PPC says nothing about which goods people wants and which to provide the most
satisfaction, but only indicates about available options.

2. PPC are not related to preferences of consumer or producers, so there is no economic
efficiency.

3. It does not show if there is efficient use of resources.

Fig. 1.1

1 pound of butter

2 pounds of butter

PPC

F

E

D

C

B
A

5 pounds of butter

0 4 7 9 11 12

5

9

12
14
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Conclusion
1. Opportunity cost is shown by negative slope of PPC.
2. Full employment is shown by maximum production obtained with existing technology,

given that all available resources are engaged in production
3. There is indication of unemployment, economic growth and investment.

DEMAND FUNCTION AND DETERMINANTS OF DEMAND
Demand is not desire. Mere desire does not constitute demand in economics. The desire

supported by willingness and ability to pay the price is described as demand. In other words, ‘demand'
consists of three elements:

1. Desire to acquire a commodity.

2. Willingness to pay price for it; and

3. Ability to pay for it.

Demand is always at a price. The term ‘demand’ has no significance, unless it is related and
associated with price. Demand is also expressed with reference to a particular time period. This is so
because with the passage of time and at different prices demand will be different. Therefore, “the
demand for any commodity or service is the quantity, that will be purchased at any given price per
unit of time”.

The cause and effect relationship between two or more variables is known as a function. The
demand function expresses a functional relationship between quantity demanded of a commodity or
service and its different determinants. If the demand for X commodity (Qx) depends upon price of that
commodity (Px), income of the consumer (Y) and price of related commodity (PR) and tastes (T) of
the consumer, the demand function can be stated as:

Qx = f(PX,Y,PR,T)

Linear Demand Function
Here, we will understand how to mathematically define a demand function. A widely used form

for demand function is the Linear Demand Function. A linear demand function is mathematically
written as,

Q = a – bP ...(1)

with Q on the left-hand-side represents quantity demanded of a good, and P on the right hand-
side represents the price of that good, a and b in this demand function are positive numbers.

Mathematically speaking, variables on the right-hand-side (P in this case) are called
“independent variables”, and variables on the left-hand-side (‘Q’ in this case) are called “dependent
variables”. Graphically speaking, we put independent variables on the X-axis and dependent variables
on the Y-axis. But in economics, we always put Q on the X-axis and P on the Y-axis, especially when
we are plotting the demand function. For example, if the Demand Function is given by

Q = 50 – 5P ...(2)
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The Demand Schedule
The Demand Schedule expresses a tabular representation of the various amounts of commodity X

demanded at its different possible prices at any given time.
To obtain complete knowledge of demand for any commodity X, we should ascertain how much

of it the consumer will purchase at various alternative prices. Thus, we should consider the list of
prices on one hand and the corresponding amount of quantity demanded of X at different prices
on the other. This list, to quote Marshall, “may be called his demand schedule”.

The demand schedule may be portrayed at an individual level as well as for the market as a whole.

The Demand Schedule
The demand schedule represents the various amount of commodity X demanded by an

individual at different possible prices at any given time. Let us consider, the case of an individual B
who wants to consume units of some commodity X. We then consider different possible prices of X at
any given time and against these alternative possible prices, put up corresponding units of commodity X
which will be demanded by B. We shall obtain the individual demand schedule as follows:

Table 1.2: Demand Schedule

Price of commodity X ( in `) Quantity demanded of commodity X (Per Day)
5 6
4 9
3 14
2 20
1 34

0.50 45

It is quite likely that the demand schedule differs from person to person for the given set of prices
due to differences in income, size of the family, taste of the consumers, etc.

The Demand Curve
On the basis of the demand schedule, when we plot points on a graph we get the demand curve.

A demand curve refers to a graphical presentation of the relation between price and quantity
demanded. Thus, the demand schedule can be translated graphically into a demand curve. It is
customary to represent price on the Y-axis and the quantity demanded on the X-axis. Since, we have
considered two types of demand schedule viz. the individual demand schedule and the market demand
schedule we can correspondingly obtain the individual demand curve and the market demand curve.

If we plot points on the graph on the basis of demand schedule, we obtain the individual demand
curve. (Refer Table 1.2.)

A single point on the demand curve indicates a single price quantity relation. e.g. point w
indicates that if the price were ` 3 quantity demanded would be 14 units. The demand curve is a
diagrammatic representation of the functional relationship between price and the quantity
demanded. The demand curve slopes downwards from left to right, indicating an inverse or a
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negative relationship between price and
quantity demanded.

Determinants (Factors
Affecting) of Demand

1. Change in Fashion: With
changing fashion, demand also goes on
changing. When a commodity goes out of
fashion, the demand for it will decrease.

2. Change in Climate: Demand
also changes with weather or climatic
conditions. For example, cotton clothes
will be in greater demand in the hot season,
whereas woollen clothes will be demanded
more when the climate is too cold.

3. Change in Population: Greater population may lead to greater demand. When more people
are born, more goods and services are necessary to satisfy their wants. Therefore, when
population increases, demand will also increase.

4. Changes in Taste: People’s taste may change in such a way that the demand for one
commodity may increase suddenly. Similarly, people may not like to consume a particular
commodity due to sudden change in taste. It means decrease in demand for that commodity.

5. Change in Wealth Distribution: Change in wealth distribution may also lead to a change in
demand. With an even distribution of wealth and income, the demand for necessaries will
increase as poor people may get more money to spend on them.

6. Fear of Shortage: During emergencies, like war, people think that certain commodities will
not be available in future. They become panic-stricken. They fear that there will be shortage
of commodities. In view of this, consumers may increase their demand for commodities.

7. Substitutes: When better substitutes come to the market, the demand for the present
commodity decreases. Even the changes in the price of substitutes may decrease the demand
for the commodity. For example, substitutes like Kenaf of West Indies and Paper Bags of
America have caused decrease in the demand for the Jute products of India in the world
market.

8. Advertisement: Advertisement has become the most popular means changing the demand
for products in the modern world. By changing the scale of preference of the consumers,
advertisement brings about an increase or decrease in demand.

9. Technical Progress: With technical progress new goods come to the market. As a result, the
demand for old commodities decreases. The decrease in the demand will be more effective,
if the new and old goods are prefect substitutes.

10. Change in Real Income: An increase in real income leads to a greater demand for the
commodities. It means people purchase more commodities with larger real income. Similarly,
a decrease in real income leads to decrease in demand.

Quantity Demanded of X

10 20 30 40 50 60 X

Y
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4.00
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Fig. 1.3
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SUPPLY FUNCTION AND DETERMINANTS OF SUPPLY
Supply is related to demand on one hand and the stock of that commodity on the other. Stock is

the potential supply. The actual supply which is offered for sale by the manufacturer is only a part of
stock. Thus, for example a farmer produces twenty quintals of wheat. Of this, he retains five quintals
for self-consumption and two quintals as emergency stock. Thus, out of stock of twenty quintals, the
goods offered for the sale are thirteen quintals. Therefore, the supply cannot exceed the stock. At the
maximum, the supply may be equal to the stock.

Supply, on the other hand, refers to the various amounts of a good which the sellers are
willing and able to sell at any given price per unit of time. The unit of time may be chosen
according to the circumstances of each particular problem. It may be a day, a week, a month, a season,
a year or even a generation. It is to be assumed that the general circumstances of the market remain
unchanged throughout this period; that there is, for instance, no change in fashion or taste, no
possibility of new substitute for the product, new invention to disturb the supply.

Supply, therefore, should not be confused with the stock of goods possessed by the seller. Supply
refers to only that part of the stock, which is actually offered for sale at the prevailing price.

Supply Function
Supply functions are the study of buyer and seller’s behaviour. Individuals or households provide

the resources and services of production to the firms that on the other hand provide the outputs. The
factors for quantity supplied of goods depends on the prices of the below:

 Price of good.
 Price of related goods.
 Price of inputs.
 Price of other variables affecting supply.
The equation given below will elaborate supply function better.
Equation: QxS = f(Px ,Wx , H1, H2….)
Here,

QxS = Quantity supplied of good X.
Px = Price of good X.
Wx = Price of inputs (e.g. wages).
H = Other variable affecting supply.

Supply Schedule
Supply Schedule refers to the tabular representation of various amounts of commodity X

which an individual seller is prepared to sell at different possible prices at any given time. Let us
assume that, if the price of X is ` 3 per unit; the seller (A) supplies 24 units of X and when price of X
is ` 2 he supplies 18 units of X and at price ` 1 he supplies only 12 units of X. We can thus consider
different possible prices and pitch against them the corresponding units of X which a seller is prepared
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to sell at any given time. When against the list of prices, we indicate the corresponding units of X
which a seller is prepared to sell at any given time and represent the price quantity relationship in a
tabular arrangements, we get the individual supply schedule. Thus, the supply schedule refers to the
tabular representation of the relationship between price of X and corresponding quantity
supplied of commodity X by an individual seller (Producer) at any given time.

Table 1.3: The Supply Schedule

Price of commodity X ( in `) Quantity Supplied of commodity X (Per Day)

5 32

4 28

3 24

2 18

1 12

0.50 7

The Supply Schedule indicates that an individual seller is prepared to offer more units for sale at
higher price and few units at lower price. Thus, at higher price more is supplied and at lower price less
is supplied.

The Supply Curve

When we plot the price-quantity
relationship on the basis of the
individual supply schedule and join all
such points we obtain individual supply
curve.

The supply curve SS1 slopes
upwards from left to right indicating
that at lower price less is supplied and at
higher price more is supplied.

Determinants of Supply
The supply of any commodity X

depends on a number of factors:

1. Price of Commodity X itself:
I.e., at higher price more of it is offered
for sale.

2. Price of other commodities:
The relative profitability of different commodities affects the relative attractiveness to firms for
different lines of production. New firms or established firms seeking new products to produce will
tend to undertake production of those commodities which provide higher possibilities of profits e.g. in

Fig. 1.4: Supply Curve
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agriculture, if price of wheat rises and price of cotton remains the same then the producer, other things
being equal, will think of producing more of wheat.

3. Goals of the Producers: It is quite likely that all the producers are not governed merely by the
aim of profit maximization. Some producers may think of selling the maximum output and acquiring
wider market; or others may prefer to function in the interest of the society and sell the products, being
content so long as the cost is covered. Thus, the goals of producers differ. However, in the elementary
theory of production and supply we assume that the single important goal of the firm is to maximize
its profits.

4. State of Technology: The improvement in the technique of production essentially leads to
increase in supply. Inventions and innovations make it possible to produce more or better commodities
and thus tend to increase the quantity supplied of same product and to reduce the quantity supplied of
products that are displaced.

5. Cost of Production: Changes in the price or factors of production affect the Cost of
Production. When the cost of production is high the producer will decide to produce less.

6. Climate and Forces of Nature: The supply of a commodity is also influenced by the forces of
nature. This is mainly in case of Agriculture. Agriculture in India continues to be a gamble in the
monsoon and hence the supply of food-grains depends on the moods of the monsoon.

7. Time element: The supply of any commodity is also determined by the period of time under
consideration. There is the possibility that at a certain point of time supply cannot be enhanced. It
remains fixed, irrespective of the price offered for the commodity in the market. But, if sufficiently
long period of time is allowed, some adjustments are possible in the quantity supplied.

8. Transport Facilities: The availability of transport plays an important part in influencing the
size of the market; and the extent of the market will call for adjustments in supply of the products.

9. Taxation and Subsidy: The taxation policy of the government will also influence the
'production-initiative' of the entrepreneurs as also the prices of the products and will thus influence the
quantity of the commodities supplied. Even the amount of subsidy provided to the producers will
influence the supply of goods.

10. Expectations Regarding Future Prices: This may lead to either speculative hoarding or
even distress sales.

DETERMINATION OF EQUILIBRIUM PRICE IN AN OPEN
MARKET SYSTEM

The forces underlying the determination of price under perfect competition are Demand and
Supply. The interaction of demand and supply determines the price of a commodity in the market.
Marshall has compared the Process of price determination to the cutting of cloth with a pair of scissors.
As two blades are required to cut the cloth; so the two blades – demand and supply – are required to
determine the price in the market, no matter one may be more active than the other and more effective
than the other, but the existence of both is indispensable.

Now, demand comes from the buyers and the supply from the sellers. The demand from the
buyers can be shown by the Market Demand Schedule and the Supply from the sellers can be shown
by the Market Supply Schedule.
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Table 1.4: Demand and Supply Schedules

Price per unit of
Commodity X (in `)

Quantity demanded per
week (in Kgs)

Quantity supplied per
week (in Kgs)

5 80 550

4 120 480

3 200 400

2 300 300

1 500 180

0.50 650 100

From the above market demand
and supply schedules, it is convenient
to plot points on the graph and derive
the demand and supply curves
respectively.

DD represents the demand curve
and SS the supply curve. The two
curves intersect at point E. This point
of intersection is called the point of
equilibrium because it is at point E
that quantity demanded equals
quantity supplied, viz. 300 units.

i.e., Qdx = Qsx

ELASTICITY OF DEMAND: PRICE, INCOME, CROSS AND
PROMOTIONAL

The law of demand explains the functional relationship between price and demand. In fact, the
demand for a commodity depends not only on the price of a commodity but also on other factors such
as income, population, tastes and preferences of the consumer. The law of demand assumes these
factors to be constant and states the inverse price-demand relationship. Barring certain exceptions, the
inverse price-demand relationship holds good in case of the goods that are bought and sold in the
market.

The law of demand explains the direction of a change as it states that with a rise in price the
demand contracts and with a fall in price it expands. However, it fails to explain the extent or
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magnitude of a change in demand with a given change in price. In other words, the law of demand
merely shows the direction in which the demand changes as a result of a change in price, but does not
throw any light on the amount by which the demand will change in response to a given change in price.
Thus, the law of demand explains the qualitative but not the quantitative aspect of price-demand
relationship.

Although it is true that demand responds to change in price of a commodity, such response varies
from commodity to commodity. Some commodities are more responsive or sensitive to change in
price while some others are less. The concept of the elasticity of demand has great significance as it
explains the degree of responsiveness of demand to a change in price. It thus elaborates the price-
demand relationship. The elasticity of demand thus means the sensitiveness or responsiveness of
demand to a change in price.

According to Marshall, “the elasticity (or responsiveness) of demand in a market is great or small
accordingly as the demand changes (rises or falls) much or little for a given change (rise or fall) in
price.”

From the above discussion, it will be clear that though different commodities react to a change in
price in the same direction; the degree of their response differs. Demand for some commodities is
more sensitive or responsive to a change in price, while it is less responsive for some others. Elasticity
of demand is a measure of relative changes in the amount demanded in response to a small change in
price. Certain goods are said to have an elastic demand, while others have an inelastic demand. The
demand is said to be elastic when a small change in price brings about considerable change in demand.
On the other hand, the demand for a good is said to be inelastic when a change in price fails to bring
about significant change in demand.

The concept of elasticity can be expressed in the form of an equation as:
ED = (Percentage change in quantity demanded/Percentage change in the price)

Importance of Elasticity of Demand
The concept of elasticity is of great importance both in economic theory and in practice.

(a) Theoretically, its importance lies in the fact that it deeply analyses the price-demand
relationship. The law of demand merely explains the qualitative relationship while the
concept of elasticity of demand analyses the quantitative price-demand relationship.

(b) The Pricing policy of the producer is greatly influenced by the nature of demand for his
product. If the demand is inelastic, he will be benefited by charging a high price. If on the
other hand, the demand is elastic, low price will be advantageous to the producer. The
concept of elasticity helps the monopolist while practicing the price discrimination.

(c) The price of joint products can be fixed on the basis of elasticity of demand. In case of such
joint products, such as wool and mutton, cotton and cotton seeds, separate costs of
production are not known. High price is charged for a product having inelastic demand (say
cotton) and low price for its joint product having elastic demand (say cotton seeds).

(d) The concept of elasticity of demand is helpful to the Government in fixing the prices of
public utilities.

(e) The Elasticity of demand is important not only in pricing the commodities but also in fixing
the price of labour viz., wages.
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(f) The concept of elasticity of demand is useful to Government in formulation
of economic policy in various fields such as taxation, international trade etc.:
 The concept of elasticity of demand guides the finance minister in imposing the

commodity taxes. He should tax such commodities which have inelastic demand, so
that the Government can raise handsome revenue.

 The concept of elasticity of demand helps the Government in formulating commercial
policy. Protection and subsidy is granted to the industries which face an elastic demand.

(g) The concept of elasticity of demand is very important in the field international trade. It
helps in solving some of the problems of international trade such as gains from trade,
balance of payments etc. policy of tariff also depends upon the nature of demand for a
commodity.

In nutshell, it can be concluded that the concept of elasticity of demand has great significance in
economic analysis. Its usefulness in branches of economic such as production, distribution, public
finance, international trade etc., has been widely accepted.

Numerical Values of Elasticity of Demand
The numerical value of the co-efficient of elasticity of demand can vary from zero to infinity.

Elasticity is zero, when there is no change at all in quantity demanded to any price change. The larger
is the elasticity, large is the percentage change in quantity for a given percentage change in price. So,
as long as the elasticity of demand has value less than one, the percentage change in quantity is less
than the percentage change in price. If the elasticity is equal to one, then the two percentage changes
are equal to each other. When the percentage change in quantity is more than the percentage change in
price, the elasticity will be greater than one.

Table 1.5: Types of Price Elasticity

Numerical value of the
coefficient of Ed

Verbal
Description

Terminology Shape of the
curve

1 Zero Quantity demanded does not
change as price changes.

Perfectly inelastic
demand

Vertical

2 Greater than zero
but less than one

Quantity demanded changes by a
smaller percentage than does
price.

Inelastic demand Steep

3 One Quantity demanded changes by
exactly the same percentage as
does price.

Unit elasticity Rectangular
Hyperbola

4 Greater than one,
less than infinity

Quantity demanded changes by a
larger percentage than does price.

Elastic Flat

5 Infinity Purchasers are pre-pared to buy
all they can at some price and
none at all even at a slightly
higher price.

Perfectly elastic Horizontal
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Income Elasticity of Demand
Income elasticity of demand refers to the responsiveness of quantity demanded to a given change

in income. It shows the effect of a change in the income of a buyer on the quantity demanded. In other
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words, income elasticity of demand indicates the extent to which demand changes with a change in
consumer's income. There are certain commodities which respond very little to income changes and
some other commodities whose demand increases or decreases rapidly with changes in income. The
industries whose commodities experience rapid changes in demand due to changes in income are
called; feast and famine industries. The income elasticity of demand can be measured by the following
formula:

incomeinchangeeoportionatPr
demandedquantityinquantityinchangeeoportionatPrEy

Inome
incometheinChange

demandedQuantity
demandedquantitytheinChange



Q
Y

ΔY
ΔQ

ΔY
Y

Q
ΔQ

Y
ΔY

Q
ΔQ



Three Types of Positive Income Elasticity of Demand

The positive income elasticity is of three types. The income elasticity is positive and equal to
unity, if a change in income results in a direct and proportionate change in the quantity demanded.
Semi-luxuries and comforts like good quality food, clothing etc. have this type of income elasticity.
The income elasticity is high and more than unity, when the change in income leads to more than
proportionate change.

Luxuries like cars, refrigerators etc. have high income
elasticity of demand. Lastly, the income elasticity of
demand is low or less than one, if an increase in
consumer’s income leads to less than proportionate
increase in the quantity demanded. Necessaries of life
like food, clothing etc. have low income elasticity of
demand.

Problem 1:

Find out the income elasticity of demand for product `X' from the following information:

Period I Period II

National Income (` crores) 20 22

Demand for product ‘X’ (units) 50,000 60,000

Low

Unit
Elasticity

High

XO
Quantity Demanded

Fig. 1.7
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Solution:

y
Δy

q
ΔqIED 

20
2

50,000
10,000



2
20

5
1



= 2

Problem 2:
Calculate the income elasticity of demand for products A and B given the following information:

Years National Income Sales of A Sales of B
(` Crores)

1995 25 100 500
1996 26 105 600

Solution:

y
Δy

q
ΔqIED 

25
1

100
5AoductPr 

25.1
4
5

1
25

20
1



25
1

500
100BoductPr 

5
25
1

5
1



Problem 3:
The income elasticity of demand for a product is unit and its current level of sales is 20,000 units.

Further it is expected that in 10 years time national income will be 50% above the present level. What
may be the sales of this product in 10 years time?
Solution:

From the problem the following information is given:

y
Δy

q
ΔqIED 

y
Δy

20,000
Δq1 

Let us suppose, that the current income is 1. After 10 years, it increases by 50%, i.e., it will be 1.50.
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1
0.5

20,000
Δq1 

1
2

20,000
Δq1

10,000
Δq1

000,01Δq 

Sales after 10 years will be q +  q

i.e.; 20,000 + 10,000 = ` 30,000

Cross Elasticity of Demand
Cross elasticity of demand shows one of the most important demand relationships. It explains the

relationship between the demands for two different commodities. It indicates the extent to which a
proportionate change in the price of one commodity causes a proportionate change in the quantity
demanded of another commodity. The demand for certain commodities and services is influenced by the
prices of the substitutes. Commodities are substitutes when one can be replaced by one another. “The
cross elasticity of demand measures or refers to the proportionate change in the quantity demanded of a
particular commodity in response to a change in price, not of the same commodity, but another related
commodity.” The cross elasticity of demand can be measured by using the following formula:

ZofpricetheinchangeeoportionatPr
XofquantitytheinchangeeoportionatPrEC

(Z)ofPrice
(Z)ofpriceinChange

(X)ofdemandedQuantity
(X)ofdemandedquantitytheinChange
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z

x

Q
P

P
Q






where, Qx indicates quantity demanded of x

Pz shows the price of related commodity, z

∆ ‘delta’ means ‘change’.
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Their exists a high cross elasticity of demand for the commodities which are close substitutes.
For example, Hawkins and Prestige pressure-cookers. The cross elasticity of demand will be zero
when commodities are independent of each other in the market e.g. Kwality ice cream and Kwality
socks. The cross elasticity of demand is negative when goods are complementary to one another, e.g.
Table and Chair, Car and Petrol etc. When the price of petrol increases, the demand for cars will
decrease. This is negative cross elasticity of demand. Different cross elasticities of demand may be
represented as follows:

Positive Cross Elasticity of Demand (Substitutes)

The cross elasticity of
demand is positive, when the
quantity demanded of a
commodity increases with the
increase in the price of the other
commodity. In the following
diagram, when the price of `Z'
commodity increases from OP
to OP, the quantity demanded of
`X' commodity increases from
OM to OM. The cross elasticity
is positive in case of substitutes
Fig.1.8

Negative Cross Elasticity of Demand

Fig. 1.8
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independent of each
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The cross elasticity is negative in case of complementary commodities. For instance, if the price
of tea powder declines, the demand for sugar increases as both of them are complementary
commodities. In the above diagram, as the price `Z' declines from OY to OY', the quantity demanded
of `x' increases from ON to ON' Fig. 1.9.

The cross elasticity is zero, when Z and X are not related to each other. That is, they are perfectly
independent of each other. The change in the price of `Z' will not have any impact on the quantity
demanded Y. There is no relationship between the two goods.

Promotional Elasticity of Demand
Promotional elasticity of demand measures the impact of advertisement on the quantity sold.

Another name for it is “advertisement elasticity”. “The promotional elasticity of demand is the
responsiveness of demand to changes in advertisement or other promotional expenses.” Following is
the formula for its measurement:

entadvertisemchangeateProportion
demandedquantitytheinchangeateProportionEDp

A
A

Q
Q 






Q
A

A
Q






where,

A = Advertisement and other promotional expenditure

Q = Quantity demanded

∆ (delta) means change

The advertisement elasticity is always positive. The firm can spend more on advertisement when
higher is the promotional elasticity of demand. This concept of elasticity helps the firm to determine
its advertisement outlay.

MEASUREMENT OF ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

1. The Percentage Method

xofpriceinchange%
xofdemamdedquantityinchange%Ed 

P
D

D
P–






This method is used only when the calculation relates to a small change in price; but if a large
change in price has taken place, it is necessary to calculate elasticity over a wider range of demand
curve.
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2. Arc Elasticity of Demand
Although the percentage method is simple

yet it is not very reliable because it is useful
only when price changes are infinitesimally
small. This is rare. Normally, prices do not just
change by small amounts. Change in prices are
perceptible e.g. the price will rise from Re. 1 to
Re. 1.25; and will hardly rise from Re. 1 to Re.
1.01p. Thus, where price changes are perceptible,
say over 10% then instead of percentage or point
elasticity methods, we use arc elasticity method.
The ‘arc’ represents a segment of the demand
curve between the two points under
consideration, i.e., AB.

Formula for measuring Arc Elasticity of Demand

2
PriceNewOriginal

PriceinChange
2

D.Q.NewOriginal
D.Q.inChange

EdArc
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Example 1:

When price of milk was ` 2 per litre, the demand for milk was 100 litres a day in a small village
called Chandip, near Vajreshwari. When the price of milk increased to ` 8 per litre the demand for
milk became 90 litres. Calculate the price-elasticity of demand for milk. What inference can you draw
from this example about price-elasticity of demand for milk?

Ed =
12
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Fig. 1.11: Arc Elasticity
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= 80 – 100
8 – 2

8 + 2
80 + 100

= – 5
3

1
9

= – 5
27

= – 0.185

Ignoring, the negative sign Ed = .185
e < 1

demand for milk is relatively inelastic.

Marshall's Method of Measuring Elasticity of Demand
(Total Revenue or Total Outlay Method)

Here, the total revenue or total outlay refers to the product of price and the quantity demanded,
i.e., TR = P D

According to this Method
1. If change in price brings about a change in quantity demanded in such a way, that total

outlay remains the same, then demand is unit elastic, e.g.

Table 1.6: Unitary Elastic Demand

Price Quantity demanded Total outlay
` 60 100 units ` 6000
` 50 120 units ` 6000
` 40 150 units ` 6000

2. If change in price brings about a change in the quantity demanded in such a way, that the
total outlay goes on falling, then demand is relatively inelastic, e.g.

Table 1.7: Relatively Inelastic Demand

Price Quantity demanded Total outlay
` 60 100 units ` 6000
` 50 120 units ` 5500
` 40 150 units ` 4800

3. If change in price brings about a change in the quantity demanded in such a way, that the
total outlay goes on increasing, then demand is relatively elastic, e.g.

Table 1.8: Relatively Elastic Demand

Price Quantity demanded Total outlay
` 60 100 units ` 6000
` 50 120 units ` 7500
` 40 150 units ` 8000
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Elasticity at a Given Point on The Demand Curve
At different points on the same demand curve the elasticity of demand will be different, e.g.

let us consider a demand schedule which may tempt us to conclude that, at all points on the same
demand curve, the elasticity of demand is the same.

Table 1.9: A Demand Schedule

Price Quantity Demanded
100 10
90 20
80 30
70 40
60 50
50 60
40 70
30 80
20 90
10 100

Y
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Fig. 1.12: Elasticity of demand at different points on the demand curve
Referring to Fig. 1.12, between points A and B, the demand is relatively elastic, because %

change in price is about 10% from (100 to 90) resulting in 100% change in quantity demanded (since
demand changes from 10 to 20). Thus, demand here is relatively elastic. Besides, when price changes
from 10 to 20, demand changes from 100 to 90. Thus, price between R and S has changed by 100%.
Thus, between R and S demand is relatively inelastic. Only at some middle range of prices, demand is
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unit elastic. Thus, elasticity of demand is different at different points on the same demand curve. To be
more precise, we can derive a formula to measure the elasticity of demand at a given point on the
demand curve.

Let us assume, that DD' is the given demand curve and that we have to measure the elasticity of
demand at a given point T on the demand curve.

Let us now assume a slight fall in price from OP
to OP'; then the demand expands from OM to OM'.

Now,

Ed = P
D

. DD
DP

= OP
OM

MM'
PP

Now MM'
PP

= SR
ST

= MD'
MT

= MD'
OP

Ed = OP
OM

MD'
OP

= MD'
OM

= MD'
PT

and since, ∆s TMD' and TPD are similar

MD'
PT

= D'T
DT

Ed at a point T =
segmentUpper
segmentLower

Let us assume that DD' is a given straight line demand curve intercepting the X-axis at point D'
and Y-axis at point D' (Fig. 1.14). If we have to find out the elasticity of demand at any point A on this
demand curve, then we apply the following formula:

Ed at point A = D'A
DA

Let us assume that the length of DD' is 8 cms.

Then Ed at point A = D'A
DA

= 4
4

= 1

Ed at point B = D'B
DB

= 2
6

= 1
3

< 1.

Ed at point C = D'C
DC

= 6
2

= 3 > 1.

Fig. 1.14: Point Elasticity of Demand when Demand Curve is a Straight Line

Thus, at lower range of prices demand becomes less and less elastic. If the demand function is
non-linear, then to measure elasticity of demand at a point on such a demand curve, we must draw a
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tangent to the curve at that point and apply the usual formula. Let us consider, a demand curve DD1.
Suppose, we want to locate elasticity of demand at some point A on DD1. Then, we must draw a
tangent to the curve at point A. Let TT1 be the required tangent. Then, elasticity of demand at point A

is obtained by the formula EA =
TA

AT1 .

Y

T

O
T1 X

D1

D

A

EA =T1A/TA

Point Elasticity on
non-linear Demand

Function.

Quantity Demand

Fig. 1.15: Point elasticity on non-linear demand function

DEMAND FORECASTING: MEANING, SIGNIFICANCE
AND METHODS

Demand forecasting is of vital importance in business planning. A forecast is an estimate of a
future situation. Demand forecasting means an estimation of the level of demand that might be
realised in future under given circumstances. It involves making of an objective assessment of the
future course of demand.

Production plan of a firm depends of future demand which can be estimated through demand
forecasting. Demand forecasting assists a firm to know the probable demand. The probable demand
helps a firm to take decisions as regards the purchasing of the factors of production like raw-materials
and the decisions as regards investment.

Meaning and Nature
Forecasting means predicting about a future event, most likely to happen under certain given

conditions. Forecasting also means trying to know the trends taking place in future, say, one week, one
month, three months, six months or a year. It is therefore an art of predicting the future on the basis of
known facts and figures. Demand forecasting means estimating the expected future demand
conditions. It is an objective assessment of the future course of demand. It is a technique of probing
the future trends in the demand by scientific analysis of facts and figures. Demand forecasting is very
often known as sales forecasting. According to Cundiff and Still, ‘Sales forecast is an estimate of
sales during a specified future period which is tied to a proposed marketing plan and which assumes a
particular set of uncontrollable and competitive forces’.
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Thus, sales forecasting or demand forecasting is very important in business planning. Demand
forecasting helps a firm in deciding in advance its share in the total market demand. Accurate demand
forecasting is quite essential for a firm to enable it to produce the required quantities at the right time
and arrange well in advance for the various factors of production viz. raw materials, equipment,
machines, accessories, labour, buildings etc. Some firms may produce to order, but generally most
firms produce in anticipation of future demand.

Demand forecasting helps a firm to assess the probable demand for its products and plan its
production accordingly.

Information about the future demand is quite essential for both new firms and those planning to
expand the scale of their production. It is also useful to the firms carrying on large scale production
involving a long gestation period. It is also very important to the existing firms for avoiding under or
over–production. The question of demand forecasting does not arise in the case of small firms which
supply a very small fraction of the total market demand and whose products cater to the short-term or
seasonal demand or demand of routine nature. Their past experience and business skill are sufficient
for their purpose in planning and production. But the firms carrying on large scale production find it
extremely difficult to obtain a fairly accurate information about the future market demand.

According to Brighan and Pappas, “it is exceedingly difficult to obtain even the information
needed to make short-term demand forecasts and still more difficult to make long-term forecasts or to
determine how changes in specific demand variables price, advertising expenditures, credit terms,
prices of competing products and so on will affect the demand.” From the managerial point of view,
demand forecasting is a very important function of the management, since they have to operate under
conditions of uncertainty. Since, the future is uncertain, no forecast can be hundred percent accurate.
But, still the firms cause they have to acquire their inputs, both men and material in bulk, organise
production, advertise the product and organise sales channels. These functions cannot be performed
satisfactorily under the conditions of uncertainty about the demand prospects for the product. A good
forecasting of demand is therefore, all the more essential as it will reduce the uncertainty of
environment in which most of the managerial decisions are made.

Demand forecasting is very popular in advanced countries where demand conditions are more
uncertain, than supply conditions. In these countries, demand is the limiting factor. But, in
underdeveloped and developing countries like India, supply, instead of demand, is the limiting factor.
High prices and black–marketing create bottlenecks in the supply conditions. Hence, in these countries,
supply forecasting seems to be more important than demand forecasting.

Purposes or Objectives of Forecasting
The purposes or objectives of forecasting differ on the basis of the types of forecasting: short-

term forecasting and long-term forecasting.

Purposes of Short-term Forecasting
1. To prepare appropriate production schedules in order to avoid the problem of over-

production or underproduction and to adjust the production of the firm to its expected sales.

2. To help the firm to reduce the cost of purchasing raw materials and controlling
inventory by determining its future resources requirements.
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3. To determine appropriate price policy in order to avoid an increase in the price when the
market conditions are expected to be weak and to avoid reduction in the price when the
market conditions are going to be strong.

4. To fix sales targets and establish controls and incentives: The targets fixed should not be
too high or too low. If they are too high, the sales-men will be discouraged when the fail to
achieve them. If they are too low, the targets will be achieved easily and hence, incentives
will have no meaning.

5. To evolve proper advertising policy: It is the primary duty of the firm to evolve a suitable
advertising policy and sales promotional programme, if it is to succeed in its business.

6. To forecast short-term financial needs: The requirements of cash in a firm depend upon
the sales as well as production operations. Cash requirements cannot be met quickly in any
business. Lot of time may take place in providing funds on reasonable terms. Sales forecasts
will enable the firm to arrange for sufficient funds on reasonable terms sufficiently in
advance.

7. To arrange for regular supply of labour force: Sales forecasting enables the management
to arrange for regular supply of labour-trained and untrained, for maintaining a continuous
flow of production and for avoiding any obstruction in the production process, likely to be
caused by the shortage of labour and also for avoiding the problem of surplus labour force.

Purposes of Long-term Forecasting
(i) To plan for new units or to expand the existing units: The primary objective of long-term

forecasting is planning for new units or expansion of the existing units. For this purpose, an
analysis of the long-term demand potential of the products of the firm is required. A multi-
product firm must ascertain not only the total demand situation, but also the demand for
different products separately.

(ii) To plan for long-term financial requirements: As considerable time is required for raising
long-term funds well in advance, long-term sales forecasting becomes necessary to assess
the long-term financial requirements. This will enable the management to raise sufficient
funds and make them available at the right time.

(iii) To undertake man-power planning: On the basis of the long-term sales forecasts, the
availability of trained and experienced man-power in requisites number should be estimated
well in advance. Training and personnel development are long-term propositions and they
take considerable time to complete. Therefore, they should be started well in advance on the
basis of the estimates of the man-power requirements.

Methods of Demand Forecasting
Demand forecasting may be done for the established products or for the new products. The

methods of forecasting differ in these two cases though not significantly. In the first analysis, let us
study the methods of estimating demand for the established products:

A. Survey Methods
For forecasting the demand for existing product, such survey methods are often employed. In this

set of methods, we may undertake the following exercise:
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1. Experts Opinion Poll: In this method, the experts on the particular product whose demand
is under study are requested to give their ‘opinion’ or ‘feel’ about the product. These experts,
dealing in the same or similar product, are able to predict the likely sales of a given product
in future periods under different conditions based on their experience. If the number of such
experts is large and their experience-based reactions are different, then an average-simple or
weighted is found to lead to unique forecasts. Sometimes, this method is also called the
‘hunch method’ but it replaces analysis by opinions and it can thus turn out to be highly
subjective in nature.

2. Delphi Method: To forecast with Delphi the administrator should recruit between five and
twenty suitable experts and poll them for their forecasts and reasons. The administrator, then
provides the experts with anonymous summary statistics on the forecasts, and expert’s
reasons for their forecasts. The process is repeated, until there is little change in forecasts
between rounds - two or three rounds are usually sufficient. The Delphi forecast is the
median or mode of the expert’s final forecasts.

3. Consumers Survey-complete Enumeration Method: Under this, the forecaster undertakes
a complete survey of all consumers whose demand he intends to forecast, Once, this
information is collected, the sales forecasts are obtained by simply adding the probable
demands of all consumers. The principle merit of this method is that the forecaster does not
introduce any bias or value judgment of his own. He simply records the data and aggregates.
But, it is a very tedious and cumbersome process; it is not feasible where a large number of
consumers are involved. Moreover, if the data are wrongly recorded, this method will be
totally useless.

4. Consumer Survey-sample Survey Method: Under this method, the forecaster selects a few
consuming units out of the relevant population and then collects data on their probable
demands for the product during the forecast period. The total demand of sample units is
finally blown-up to generate the total demand forecast. Compared to the former survey, this
method is less tedious and less costly, and subject to less data error; but the choice of sample
is very critical. If the sample is properly chosen, then it will yield dependable results
otherwise there may be sampling error. The sampling error can decrease with every increase
in sample size

5. End-user Method of Consumers Survey: Under this method, the sales of a product are
projected through a survey of its end-users. A product is used for final consumption or as an
intermediate product in the production of other goods in the domestic market, or it may be
exported as well as imported. The demand for final consumption and exports net of imports
are estimated through some other forecasting method, and its demand for intermediate use is
estimated through a survey of its user industries.

B. Statistical Methods

1. Trend Projections Method
Refers to the projecting of the past demand into future. For this, the statistical technique of time-

series is employed. An economic time-series is a sequential arrangement of the values of an economic
variable. This method is also known as extrapolation and curve fitting method.
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The trend projection method can be explained with the following example, let us suppose that a
firm is considering which of the two products A and B, it should produce and the past trends of the
sales of these products by existing producers is as shown in the Fig. 1.16.

The projection of the past trend of sales
into the future indicates that the production of
A is more promising than B. This is because
the sales of A have increased over the years
whereas the sales of B are leveling off. The
trend projection method indicates that the firm
should take up the production of A. The trend
projection method is useful for an existing
producer to decide as to whether he should
continue with the production of both
commodities or concentrate on any one of them.
This method is also useful to a firm thinking of
selling a given product in several markets or in
different countries.

Fig. 1.16

Merits
(i) It is a simple method.

(ii) This method is popular in demand forecasting because very often it yields good results.
(iii) This method does not need the knowledge of economic theory and the markets. It requires

only the time-series data.

Demerits
(i) The greatest limitation of this method is that the past trends may not continue in future. As

such, the method is described as the lost-horse method. This method is called as the lost-
horse method because it is similar to the way in which a farmer seeks a lost horse. The
farmer goes to the place where the horse was last seen and then searches in the direction it
was heading. In the same way, an economic forecaster projects the past trends into future.

(ii) The trend projection method does not analyse the factors that determine demand. This
method, therefore, does not throw light on either why a particular series moves as it does or
what is the impact of a particular policy decision or the future movement of the series.

2. Correlation Analysis
The trends projection method analysed the change in sales over time without taking into account

the factors which have led to these changes. The method of analysis which tries to identify and
measure the effect of contributory factors is known as correlation analysis. Further, the method is
called as simple correlation analysis when a single contributory factor or `independent variable' is
identified. If two or more independent variable is identified, the method is known as multiple
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correlation analysis. Explanation of multiple correlation analysis needs the knowledge of advanced
statistical techniques and therefore let us takes up the study of simple correlation analysis.

Let us suppose that for every car registered about 500 gallons of petrol is sold every year, i.e.,

S = 500 R, where

S = annual sales of petrol

R = number of cars registered.

This equation shows the relationship between the cars registered and the annual sales of petrol.
Fig. 1.17 explains demand forecasting through correlation analysis.

The curve OZ shows the relationship
between the cars registered and the petrol
that can be sold. From the figures of cars
registered we can get the figures of annual
sales of petrol. This is the simple correlation
analysis. The curve OZ is described as the
`Line of best fit'. The actual sale of petrol
may not follow the line of best fit. It may be
represented by some points below and some
points above the line of best fit. However,
the deviations from the line off best fit, are
relatively slight, indicating that the sales of
petrol are mainly determined by the cars
registered.

Fig. 1.17

The basic purpose of correlation and regression analysis is to estimate a quantitative relationship
among variables. This type of analysis involves basically two types of variables:

 The dependent variable and
 The independent variables.

The dependent variable is one whose value depends upon the value of some other variable or
variables. It is the variable which we try to explain and predict. In case of demand analysis, the
dependent variable is the quantity demanded of a particular commodity or service. When we consider
one independent variable, say price, influencing quantity demanded; it is known as ‘Simple
Regression’. When more than one independent variable is considered, it becomes ‘Multiple
Regression’. For the purposes of demand forecasting, it is generally multiple model, that is used as
there are many variables that influence the quantity demanded.

Simple Regression

Y = a + bx + u
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Where, Y = Dependent variable
X = Independent variable
A = Intercept
b = slope
u = Random factor

Multiple Regression
Y = a + b1x1 + b2x2 + b3x3 + b4x4

Y = Dependent variable
x1, x2, x2, x3, x4 = Independent Variables
(Price, Income, Prices of related products, Tastes etc.)

a = Intercept
b1, b2, b3, b4 = slopes.

Merits

The correlation analysis is both prescriptive and descriptive. It explains why demand is at a
particular level. It also explains the causes for variation in demand. In our example, demand for petrol
changes if there is a change in the number of cars registered. The correlation method is neither
mechanistic like the trend method nor as subjective as opinion survey method.

Demerit

The main limitation of the correlation analysis is that it needs the use of some other forecasting
method to estimate the values of the independent variable. In our example, we need some method of
demand forecasting to know the number of cars which may be registered.
3. Barometric Method

The barometric method or leading indicator approach to business forecasting is as old as business
itself. In the past, merchants used the arrival of trading ships as indicators of business activity. If we
can find an economic series, that leads the one that we plan to forecast, the leading series can be used
as a barometer for forecasting, just as a meteorologist uses changes in mercury in the barometer to
forecast changes in weather.

The barometric forecasting is based on the fact that there are lagged relations between many
economic time series. It means changes in some series follow changes in other series. For example,
building permits are the leading indicators of house building activities. Similarly, orders for plants and
machines are the barometers for durable goods industries. One of the good leading indicators for
business activity is stock prices. This method needs the finding out of a economic series that
consistently leads the series to be forecasted. “Once this relationship is established, forecasting
directional changes in the lagged series is simply a matter of keeping track of movement in the leading
indicator.”

Let us suppose, that 'A' is the forecast variable and `B' is the leading indicator. Let us further
suppose, that the statistical relation between the two variables is as follows:

At = 1.5 + 0.9 Bt– 2
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then the forecast for the next two periods will be

At + 1 = 1.5 + 0.9Bt – 1

At + 2 = 1.5 + 0.9Bt

Advantage
The barometric method is a simple method and it overcomes the problem of the regression

method, i.e., finding out the value of the independent variable.

Disadvantages
It is very difficult to find out a leading indicator for the variable under forecast. Further, we

cannot forecast demand with cent percent accuracy with this method. Even the best leading indicators
yield 80 to 90 percent accuracy. Lastly, it is a method of short-term forecasting. This is because the
lead lag relations may be available at the most upto two periods. The lead period in some cases may be
for a few months only. As such, this method is a short-term forecasting method.

4. Controlled Experiments
Such experiments are conducted to measure the elasticity of demand for a product. Controlled

experiments are conducted to know and test consumers reaction to changes in prices, advertisement,
alternative brand names etc.

One such experiment was conducted by Parker Pen and Co. to measure the cross elasticity of
demand for its product ‘Quink ink’. With the co-operation of some 50 retailers, the price of repacked
New Quick was placed between 15c to 25c, as compared to the prices of 10c to 15c of other brand
inks, including Quink sold in the old package. The sales of other brands did not pick up with the rise
in the price of New Quink. It means the cross elasticity was low and so the company decided to sell
the New Quink permanently at a higher price. Consequently, other firms followed the policy of Parker
company in raising the price of their products.

5. Method of Moving Averages
A trend in the quantity demanded can also be ascertained by employing the method of moving

averages. It is a very simple method that requires calculation of averages for a well-defined period.
According to this method, the average value for a number of years or months or weeks is obtained.
While using this method, the period for moving average has to be selected. It may be a 3-yearly
moving average, 5-yearly moving average or 8-yearly moving average. The period depends upon the
length of the cycle. This method is normally used with regard to data subjected to cyclical movements.
The 3-yearly moving average may be calculated as:

3
edcor

3
dcbcba 111111111 

The 5 years average can be calculated as:

3
fedcbor

3
edcba 1111111111 

Where, a1, b1, c1, d1, e1 refer to data for different years and 3 or 5 or number of years for
calculating moving averages.
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Table 1.10: Moving Average

Year Quantity
Demanded

3 – Yearly
Moving total

3 – Yearly
Moving Average Total

2000 100 – –
2001 120 360 120
2002 140 420 140
2003 160 450 150
2004 150 510 170
2005 200 – –

1. 100 + 120 + 140
3

= 360
3

= 120 (For first three years 2000, 01, 02)

2. 120 + 140 + 160
3

= 420
3

= 140 (For Next three years 2001, 02, 03)

3. 140 + 160 + 150
3

= 450
3

= 150 (For Next three years 2002, 03, 04)

4. 160 + 150 + 200
3

= 510
3

= 170 (For Next three years 2003, 04, 05)

Sometime for a mid-period, semi-average method is used. The same example can be used for
calculating semi-averages. We may use 3-year moving average trend and find out semi-averages.

Table 1.11: Semi-averages

Year Quantity
Demanded

3 – Yearly Moving
Total

3 – Yearly Moving
Average

Semi Average

2000 100 – –

2001 120 360 120

2002 140 420









2
260
140 130

2003 160 450









2
290
150 145

2004 150 510









2
320
170 160

2005 200 – –
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Semi-averages

1. 120 + 140
2

= 260
2

= 130

2. 140 + 150
2

= 290
2

= 145

3. 150 + 170
2

= 320
2

= 160

Merits Demerits
1 Moving average method is simple. 1 Trend cannot be established for all years.
2 It is flexible. 2 Selection of period is difficult.
3 It considers general movement of data. 3 Not represented by mathematical function.
4 Effective when trend is irregular. 4 Cyclical changes not perfectly periodical. Therefore,

limited use.
5 Automatic elimination of fluctuations. 5 Not useful if trend is non-linear.

Significance or Need for Demand Forecasting
Business managers, depending upon their functional area, need various forecasts. They need to

forecast demand, supply, price, profit, costs and returns from investments.

The question may arise: Why have we chosen demand forecasting as a model? What is the use of
demand forecasting?

The significance of demand or sales forecasting in the context of business policy decisions can
hardly be over emphasized. Sales constitute the primary source of revenue for the corporate unit and
reduction for sales gives rise to most of the costs incurred by the firm.

Demand forecasting is essential for a firm because it must plan its output to meet the forecasted
demand according to the quantities demanded and the time at which these are demanded. The
forecasting demand helps a firm to arrange for the supplies of the necessary inputs without any
wastage of materials and time and also helps a firm to diversify its output to stabilize its income
overtime.

The purpose of demand forecasting differs according to the type of forecasting.

(A) The purpose of the short-term forecasting

It is difficult to define short run for a firm because its duration may differ according to the nature
of the commodity. For a highly sophisticated automatic plant 3 months time may be considered as
short run, while for another plant duration may extend to 6 months or one year. Time duration may be
set for demand forecasting depending upon how frequent the fluctuations in demand are, short-term
forecasting can be undertaken by affirm for the following purpose:

 Appropriate scheduling of production to avoid problems of over-production and under-
production.

 Proper management of inventories
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 Evolving suitable price strategy to maintain consistent sales
 Formulating a suitable sales strategy in accordance with the changing pattern of demand and

extent of competition among the firms.
 Forecasting financial requirements for the short period.

(B) The purpose of long-term forecasting

The concept of demand forecasting is more relevant to the long-run, that the short-run. It is
comparatively easy to forecast the immediate future, than to forecast the distant future. Fluctuations of
a larger magnitude may take place in the distant future. In fast developing economy, the duration may
go upto 5 or 10 years, while in stagnant economy it may go up to 20 years. More over the time
duration also depends upon the nature of the product for which demand forecasting is to be made. The
purposes are:

 Planning for a new project, expansion and modernization of an existing unit, diversification
and technological up gradation.

 Assessing long term financial needs. It takes time to raise financial resources.
 Arranging suitable manpower. It can help a firm to arrange for specialized labour force and

personnel.
 Evolving a suitable strategy for changing pattern of consumption.

Criteria of a Good Forecasting Method
In this way, there are many methods of demand forecasting. Each method differs from the other

in respect of cost and the skill to be made use of. Under the circumstances, how to choose the best one
for a particular situation? Joel Dean has suggested the following economic criteria in addition to the
technical tests of appropriateness of the method:

1. Accuracy: Accuracy is an important element in demand forecasting and therefore the past
forecasts should be compared with present performances and the present forecasts with
future performance.

2. Plausibility: The forecast should be such that the executives believe in the method. It means
the executives should understand how the estimate was made. It implies that elaborate
mathematical and econometric procedures may be considered less desirable. The manage-
ment may not understand such techniques and may not appreciate the method.

3. Durability: The demand forecast should be durable. The durability of the demand forecast
depends to some extent on the reasonableness and the simplicity of the assumptions and the
functions used. But, mainly durability depends upon the stability of the underlying relation-
ships measured in the past.

4. Flexibility: The method employed in demand forecasting should be flexible. The flexibility
of the method depends upon the use of a set of variables whose co-efficients could be
adjusted from time to time, to meet the changing conditions in a more realistic way.

5. Availability: One of the characteristics of a good forecasting method is the immediate
availability of data. This is because future production depends upon the immediate availability
of data. The finding out of late data with reasonable approximation to relevance is not useful for
taking quick managerial decisions. It is also a test of the patience of the forecaster.
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6. Economy: The cost of forecasting should be compared with the benefit of it to the
organization. There is no use in spending more money on the forecast, if it is not much
useful to the organization.

Recent Trends in Demand Forecasting
Certain developments have taken place in the demand forecasting in recent years. These develop-

ments or trends are as follows:
(a) More and more firms are giving importance to the demand forecasting in recent years than a

decade ago.
(b) Demand forecasting requires close co-operation and consultation with a number of

specialists and experts and hence it has led to the development of team spirit among them.
(c) Demand forecasting has led to the development of improved techniques of forecasting as

well as collection of reliable and authentic data.
(d) More and more emphasis is laid on the use of sophisticated techniques such as computers for

getting better and accurate results.
(e) Demand forecasting for new products has not yet fully developed.
(f) Inspite of the improved techniques of forecasting and use of computers, demand forecasts

have not been too accurate.
(g) The importance of the personal touch in demand forecasting has been recognised.
(h) Top-to-bottom approach has become more popular than bottom-to-top approach in

forecasting. Top-to-bottom approach involves the analysis of the national economy first, and
then of the industry and finally of the individual firm. But bottom-to-top approach involves
the reverse analysis, i.e., the analysis of the individual firm in the first instance, then of the
industry and finally of the entire economy.
Small firms prefer bottom-to-top approach as:
(i) They are very close to the final consumer,

(ii) They are unable to use costly sophisticated techniques, and
(iii) They manufacture mostly a single product.

Questions
1. What is demand function? Explain the determinants of demand.

2. Define supply function. Explain the determinants of supply.

3. Explain the determination of equilibrium price in an open market.

4. What is elasticity of demand? Discus the importance of elasticity of demand.

5. Write a detailed note on the three types of Positive Income Elasticity of Demand.

6. Write a note on income elasticity of demand.

7. Explain promotional elasticity of demand.

8. Discuss the concept of consumer’s surplus.
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9. Explain the purposes or objectives of forecasting.

10. Discuss the survey methods of demand forecasting.

11. Write a detailed note on the three types of Positive Income Elasticity of Demand.

12. Discuss the significance or need for demand forecasting.

13. Explain the criteria of a good forecasting.

14. Examine the recent trends in demand forecasting.

Case studies
(i) Calculate income and cross elasticity of demand and draw demand curves based-on the

information:

Quantity of commodity X Price of commodity Y Income

100 50 500

80 100 1000

(ii) Calculate income and cross elasticities of demand and draw demand curves based-on the
following information:

Quantity of commodity X Price of commodity Y Income

100 50 500

150 100 750

Write Notes on the Following
1. Concept of Scarcity.
2. Basic economic issues.
3. Production possibility curve.
4. Importance of Elasticity of Demand.
5. Cross Elasticity of Demand.
6. Promotional Elasticity of Demand.
7. Arc Elasticity of Demand.
8. Elasticity at a Given Point on The Demand Curve.
9. Survey Methods of Demand Forecasting.

10. Statistical Methods.
11. Criteria of a Good Forecasting Method.
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